
Pill Club

Empowering individuals through

+ access

+ choice

+ education
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Problem Space

Business Problem

Despite potential customers often having 

limited knowledge of birth control pills, Pill 

Club tends to prioritize the explanation of 

their service, over the explanation of birth 

control pills and their effects. 



This is causing them to miss out on 

many potential customers. 



Opportunity
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Problem Space

This is an industry-wide issue that allows Pill 

Club to differentiate by catering to the audience 

that needs information on birth control pills to 

find a product that works for them. 

Shifting the perception of Pill Club as the go-to 

for individuals new to birth control pills.




Framing
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How might we provide potential users of 

birth control pills with necessary 

information to confidently submit a  

prescription request with Pill Club?



Problem Space
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Brand 

Pillars

Strives to empower potential 

customers to make more 

informed decisions.

Empowered 

Decision Making

Informs about the pill, its 

potential purposes, and 

how it affects the body.

Prioritizing 
Understanding

Creates a safe space to 

engage in sexual health 

related conversations.

Trusted 
Space

Reassuring 
Experience

Speaks in a supportive 

tone, allowing for a more 

comfortable engagement.

Personalized 
Prescriptions

Ensures everyone receives 

a prescription that suits 

their needs.

Opportunity
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Vanessa

Francom
18, New to Birth Control Pills

Find an affordable birth control 

pill brand that will work for her


Prevent accidental pregnancy

•



•

Goal

Opportunity
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Intervention 

Opportunity

Awareness Consideration Consultation Purchase Usage

Actions

Thoughts

Discover online birth 
control pill perscription 
services

Becomes sexually active

Explores options for oral 
contraception

Look into Pill Club and 
what they offer

Gain a deeper 
understanding of birth 
control pills 

“What are other people’s 
experiences with the pill?”

“Where can I find more 
information?”

Opportunity
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Intervention 

Opportunity

Awareness Consideration Consultation Purchase Usage

Actions

Thoughts

Look into Pill Club and 
what they offer

Gain a deeper 
understanding of birth 
control pills 

“Where can I find more 
information?”

Opportunity



Design Decisions
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Find out here

Learn about Birth 
Control Pills
Explore everything you need 

to know before requesting and 

taking the pill.

Browse our Brands
We carry 120+ FDA approved


birth control brands.

see them here

Skipping Peroids

“I spend a lot of time traveling from 

contry to contry, it’s inconvenience 

sometimes...”

Alex, 26

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?
Use Pill Pals to find a person 

similar to you and see what 

brand they chose. 

Dealing with Hormonal Acne

“My acne got really bad over the last 

summer so I started looking into 

taking birth control to help...”

Kate, 20

Learn Brand Listings Pill Pals
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Learn

To clearly address the initial questions an 

individual may have, information is 

presented in a digestible manner.

centralized information

Let’s learn about 
Birth Control Pills

Home Learn

Types of Pills How to Take effects

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

infections (STIs). 

dental 

dams,

It is important to note that birth control 

pills do not prevent sexually transmitted 

Only barrier methods of 

protection, such as condoms and 

 can prevent STIs.

Preventing STIs

Effectiveness

Although the effectiveness of different birth 

control pills varies, generally there is still a 

roughly 9% chance to get pregnant.

Note from our doctor

combination Pill

The most popular and most common type of 

birth control pill

Its name comes from the fact that it combines 

two hormones, estrogen and progestin

This is also known as the progestin-only pill and 

contains no estrogen

Mini-pill 

It is typically recommended for women who 

smoke or who can’t take estrogen due to 

health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen-only 

pills; the 3-hour and 12-hour

There are three types:

Monophasic Pills

Phasic Pills

Every Day (ED) Pills

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?

Use Pill Pals to find a person similar to 
you and to see what brand they chose. 

Design Decisions
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Design Decisions

Brand Listings

To help the customer find all the information they 

need to make an informed request, brand price, 

alternatives, and medical precautions are outlined.

informed choices

Yasmin
$64 without insurance

Combination Pill

Pregnancy 

Prevention

PMDD

Treatment

PMDD

Treatment

Acne

Treatment

Acne

Treatment

Pregnancy 

Prevention

$0 $0

Combination Pill

Progesterone

3.0mg Drospirenone

Progesterone

3.0mg Drospirenone

Estrogen

0.03mg Ethinyl 

Estradiol

Estrogen

0.02mg Ethinyl 

Estradiol

Hormone Tablets

21 taken every day

Hormone Tablets

24 taken every day

Placebo Tablets

7 taken every day

Placebo Tablets

4 taken every day

Subscription Price Subscription Price 

Type of Pill Type of Pill

FDA Approved Uses

Pack Contents

& Dosages

Pack Contents

& Dosages

FDA Approved Uses

Ingredients Ingredients

Say Hello to 


Also Known as — Ocella, Syeda, Zarah

Yasmin!

Overview Cautions Compare

With Insurance With Insurance

Yaz
$79 without insurance

requestrequest

learn more

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

Home Pill Brand Options Yasmin
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Design Decisions

Pill Pals

To assist in finding the most suitable pill 

option, stories by ones with similar lifestyles, 

mental or physical traits are introduced.

13 Results

Filter Pill Pals (5)

Home Pill Pals

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

Browse through similar individuals’ 

experiences with certain brands to 

find a pill that works for you.

Pill Pals

No more periods

“I spend a lot of time traveling 
a lot, it’s inconvenience...”

Sabrina, 24

A SmokerSkip Peroid +2

Dealing with Hormonal Acne

“My acne got really bad over 
the last summer and I...”

Kate, 18

A StudentAcne Prevention +3

I hate my Cramps

“I’ve been experiencing very 
bad cramps for the past ...”

A Student +2Diabetes

Sarah, 21

Short-term symptoms

“For the past few months, I 
was suffering from...”

Justine, 21

A StudentPMS & PMDD Relief +3

tailored  Stories
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Design Decisions

Short-term Symptoms

My Journey

Incentive

For the past few months, I have been 

suffering from depression and was 

worried about the side effects.



I was actually looking forward to start 

taking the pill because I’ve had family 

members that took the same brand 

and had great experiences with it. 

1

Mental Health ConcernsPregnancy PreventionA Student

tags

Justine, 21

Pill Pals

To ease the stress and alienation caused by the 

stigma of birth control, the openness of the stories 

aims to normalize experiences on the pill.

normalizing experiences
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Design Decisions

Pill Club

Thank you again for choosing our service. 

We are excited that you are a part of our Pill 

Club community!



Everyone’s experience with birth control pills 

is different, and we want to hear how your 

journey with Yasmin has been so far. 



We are inviting you to share your story 

because we know that finding the right pill 

can be challenging.



Tell us about your experience or record a 

video for a chance to be featured as a Pill 

Pal. Your story can help make it easier for 

others to find the right brand for them.

Sincerely,


Hi Vanessa, 

Share My Story

Share My Story

Pill Pals

To create a more personal story, the Pill Pals are 

curated by reaching out to existing Pill Club 

members as opposed to sponsored individuals.

Fostering community
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Informative Intimate

Peace of Mind Connection Uplifting

Hospitable Inviting

Design Decisions



Digestible Content

Expandable Content

This is the most common type. Each pill 

has the same amount of hormone in it. 

One pill is taken each day for 21 days 

and then no pills are taken for the next 7 

days. Microgynon, Marvelon and Yasmin 

are examples of this type of pill.

Mini-pill 

This is also known as the progestin-only 
pill and contains no estrogen

It is typically recommended for women 
who smoke or who can’t take estrogen 
due to health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen 
only pill; the 3-hour and 12-hour

What are Moniphasic 21-day pills?

What are Phasic 21-day pills?

What are Every day (ED) pills?

There are three Types of pills

combination Pill

Most popular and most common type 
of birth control pill

Name comes from the fact that it 
combines two hormones, estrogen and 
progestin

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

Effectiveness

Preventing STIs

Although the effectiveness of different birth 
control pills varies, generally there is still a 9 
out of 100 chance to get pregnant.





Note from our doctor

sexually transmitted
infections (STIs).

condoms dental 
dams,

It is important to note that birth control pills 
do not prevent  

 Only barrier methods of 
protection, such as  and 

 can prevent STIs.

Not sure What Pill Is 
Best for you?
Find a pill that works for you by 

reading similar individuals’ real 

experiences with a brand.

FiND OUT NOW

different 
Types of pills

This is the most common type. Each pill 

has the same amount of hormone in it. 

Microgynon, Marvelon and Yasmin are 

examples of this type of pill.

One pill is taken each day for 21 days and 

then no pills are taken for the next 7 days.

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

infections (STIs). 

dental 

dams,

It is important to note that birth control 

pills do not prevent sexually transmitted 

Only barrier methods of 

protection, such as condoms and 

 can prevent STIs.

Preventing STIs

Effectiveness

Although the effectiveness of different birth 

control pills varies, generally there is still a 

roughly 9% chance to get pregnant.

Note from our doctor

The most popular and most common type of 

birth control pill

Its name comes from the fact that it combines 

two hormones, estrogen and progestin

This is also known as the progestin-only pill and 

contains no estrogen

Mini-pill 

It is typically recommended for women who 

smoke or who can’t take estrogen due to 

health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen-only 

pills; the 3-hour and 12-hour

There are three types:

Monophasic Pills

Phasic Pills

Every Day (ED) Pills

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?

Use Pill Pals to find a person similar to 
you and to see what brand they chose. 

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

Types of Pills How to Take effects

Interaction
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Design Decisions

Learn Page



Digestible Content
interaction

Iconography + Videography

Design Decisions

While Justine may share similar physical 

or psychological traits with you, you 

may experience different symptoms.

Keep in mind

Learn more about 
justine’s experience

My Experience

bloating

When I did have my period, my 

bloating was a bit worse than usual.

Acne Breakout

I had acne flare up more often since 

starting on the pill.

Irregular Bleeding

My periods became much lighter, 

which I am happy about.

Home Pill Pals Short-Term Symptoms

Request Yasmin

Learn about Yasmin

Short-term Symptoms

My Journey

Incentive

For the past few months, I have been 

suffering from depression and was 

worried about the side effects.



I was actually looking forward to start 

taking the pill because I’ve had family 

members that took the same brand 

and had great experiences with it. 

1

Getting a Prescription

I started taking Yasmin about three 
months ago.



I’ve had family members that took the 
same brand and had great experiences 
with it. 



2

Progress

It actually improved my mood and I’ve 
stopped taking my antidepressants.



My periods are much lighter but my 
PMS symptoms are the same as 
before.

3

* To request this brand from our online


   pharmacist, a Pill Club account is required. 

Mental Health ConcernsPregnancy PreventionA Student

tags

Recent studies indicate that individuals 

who do not suffer from PMDD-induced 

depression symptoms are at a slight 

increase of depression when taking certain 

hormonal forms of birth control. 

What to Look Our For

Combination Pill & PMDD

Combination birth control pills that use 

ethinyl estradiol and drospirenone are the 

most helpful for alleviating depressive 

symptoms in Premenstrual Dysphoric 

Disorder (PMDD) sufferers. 

Note from our doctor

Justine, 21

Learn more

Yasmin
My Pill Brand

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

Pill Pal Page 17



Digestible Content
interaction

Chunked Content

Design Decisions

Brand Page

It is important that you take this 
medication exactly as prescribed by 
your doctor. 

The possibility of a pregnancy increases 
if you miss taking the pills. 

Taking Yasmin may result in:

Less Stomach Aches

Less Chance of Ectopic Pregnancy

Less Chance of Iron Deficiency Anemia

Less Chance of Unwanted Hair Growth

Yasmin is a hormone-based 

combination pill containing two 

hormones — progestin and estrogen.

Most birth control pills contain 0.010 - 0.040 mg of 
estrogen. Dosages in the lower end of this scale reduce 
the chances of side effects experienced.

*

Ingredients

Drospirenone (Progesterone)  3.00 mg 

Ethinyl Estradiol (Estrogen)  0.03 mg 

Pack Contents

Hormone Tablets 21 for every day

Placebo Tablets 7 for every day

Price

With Insurance $0 / Month

Without Insurance $30 / Month

request this brand

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

Overview Cautions Compare

Say Hello to 


Also Known as — Ocella, Syeda, Zarah

Yasmin!

Home Pill Brand Options Yasmin
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Hospitable
brand voice

Design Decisions

Learn Page

Let’s learn about 
Birth Control Pills

Home Learn

Types of Pills How to Take effects

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

infections (STIs). 

dental 

dams,

It is important to note that birth control 

pills do not prevent sexually transmitted 

Only barrier methods of 

protection, such as condoms and 

 can prevent STIs.

Preventing STIs

Effectiveness

Although the effectiveness of different birth 

control pills varies, generally there is still a 

roughly 9% chance to get pregnant.

Note from our doctor

combination Pill

The most popular and most common type of 

birth control pill

Its name comes from the fact that it combines 

two hormones, estrogen and progestin

This is also known as the progestin-only pill and 

contains no estrogen

Mini-pill 

It is typically recommended for women who 

smoke or who can’t take estrogen due to 

health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen-only 

pills; the 3-hour and 12-hour

There are three types:

Monophasic Pills

Phasic Pills

Every Day (ED) Pills

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?

Use Pill Pals to find a person similar to 
you and to see what brand they chose. 
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Welcoming, supportive, and informative.



Principled
Honest and direct.

brand voice
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Design Decisions

Learn Page

Let’s learn about 
Birth Control Pills

Home Learn

Types of Pills How to Take effects

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

infections (STIs). 

dental 

dams,

It is important to note that birth control 

pills do not prevent sexually transmitted 

Only barrier methods of 

protection, such as condoms and 

 can prevent STIs.

Preventing STIs

Effectiveness

Although the effectiveness of different birth 

control pills varies, generally there is still a 

roughly 9% chance to get pregnant.

Note from our doctor

combination Pill

The most popular and most common type of 

birth control pill

Its name comes from the fact that it combines 

two hormones, estrogen and progestin

This is also known as the progestin-only pill and 

contains no estrogen

Mini-pill 

It is typically recommended for women who 

smoke or who can’t take estrogen due to 

health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen-only 

pills; the 3-hour and 12-hour

There are three types:

Monophasic Pills

Phasic Pills

Every Day (ED) Pills

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?

Use Pill Pals to find a person similar to 
you and to see what brand they chose. 



Uplifting
brand voice

Design Decisions

21Learn Page

Let’s learn about 
Birth Control Pills

Home Learn

Types of Pills How to Take effects

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

infections (STIs). 

dental 

dams,

It is important to note that birth control 

pills do not prevent sexually transmitted 

Only barrier methods of 

protection, such as condoms and 

 can prevent STIs.

Preventing STIs

Effectiveness

Although the effectiveness of different birth 

control pills varies, generally there is still a 

roughly 9% chance to get pregnant.

Note from our doctor

combination Pill

The most popular and most common type of 

birth control pill

Its name comes from the fact that it combines 

two hormones, estrogen and progestin

This is also known as the progestin-only pill and 

contains no estrogen

Mini-pill 

It is typically recommended for women who 

smoke or who can’t take estrogen due to 

health conditions

There are 2 different types of progestogen-only 

pills; the 3-hour and 12-hour

There are three types:

Monophasic Pills

Phasic Pills

Every Day (ED) Pills

find out now

Need Help finding 
the right pill for you?

Use Pill Pals to find a person similar to 
you and to see what brand they chose. 

Inspiring hope and comfort.



Let’s learn about 
Birth Control Pills!

Home Learn

combination Pill

Most popular and most common type 
of birth control pill

Name comes from the fact that it 
combines two hormones, estrogen and 
progestin

There are two types of birth 

control pills, combination pills 

and mini-pills.

different 
Types of pills

Effectiveness

The good news is that these side effects 
usually go away in two or three months. 
If you just started the oral contraception 
and you experience these reactions, give 
your body time to adjust to the 
hormonal changes.  

Note from our doctor

Taking birth control pills may result in:

Common Benefits

Reduced Acne

Reduced chances of ectopic pregnancy

Reduced chances of iron deficiency

Reduced chances of hair growth

Reduced chances of pelvic pain

Regulated menstral cycles

While many people use birth control 
pills with no problems, some people 
may still experience: 

Common Side Effects

Spotting

Change in period timing

Headaches

Nausea

Sore breasts

Mood changes

Birth control pills are safe for most 

people, however just like other 

medicines, they can effect your 

body in different manners. 

About Us

Company

Careers

Privacy Policy

FAQs

Help

Contact Us

Press & Media

Not sure What Pill Is 
Best for you?
Find a pill that works for you by 

reading similar individuals’ real 

experiences with a brand.

FiND OUT NOW

benifits & 

side effects
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Compassionate
brand voice

Learn Page

Design Decisions

Using gentle language, without downplaying importance.



Value
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Pill Club

Tangible

Customer

Broaden Pill Club’s customer segment to 

appeal to individuals with limited or a hazy 

understanding of birth control pills

Access to personalized information, all 

from one centralized space

Value to Value to



Thank You

+ all those who have given us   

endless support & input



Russell Taylor 


Paul Brokenshire


Stevie Thuy Anh Nguyen 


Armina Foroughi


Robbie Sebullen


Gabe Hendry


Robyn Goodridge


Venus Lau


Jenny Nguyen


Kosuke Futsukaichi



 


